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Let G be a finite abelian group with exponent e, let r(G) be the minimal integer
t with the property that any sequence of t elements in G contains an e-term sub-
sequence with sum zero. In this paper we show that if r(C 2n)=4n&3 and if
n((3m&4)(m&1) m2+3)4m, then r(C 2nm)=4nm&3. In particular, this result
implies that r(C 2nm1 } } } mr)=4nm1 } } } mr&3 provided that n=2
a3b5c7d, m1 } } } mr
and n((3m1&4)(m1&1) m21+3)4m1 .  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1
Let Cn be the cyclic group of order n, and C kn the product of k copies of
Cn . Erdo s, Ginzburg and Ziv [5] showed that if a1 , ..., a2n&1 is a sequence
of 2n&1 elements in a finite abelian group of order n (written additively)
then 0 can be written in the form 0=ai1+ } } } +ain with 1i1< } } } <in
2n&1. This result has been generalized in several directions ([13], [711]).
In [10], Harborth showed that if n=2a3b then any sequence of 4n&3
elements in C 2n contains an n-term subsequence with sum zero. In [11],
Kemnitz obtained the same result for n=2a3b5c7d and conjectured that it
is true for any positive integer n. Recently, Alon and Dubiner [1] proved
that any sequence of 6n&5 elements in C 2n contains an n-term subsequence
with sum zero. But the 4n&3 conjecture is still open. In Section 2 of this
paper we show that if the conjecture is true for n and n((3m&4)(m&1)
m2+3)4m then the conjecture is true also for nm, in particular, this result
implies that the conjecture is true for n=2a3b5c7dm1 } } } mr provided that
2a3b5c7d((3m1&4)(m1&1) m21+3)4m1 and m1 } } } mr .
The final Section 3 contains some concluding remarks.
Let S=(a1 , ..., ak) be a sequence of elements in a finite abelian group G
(written additively). By  S we denote the sum ki=1 ai and we say S with
sum zero if  S=0. By * we denote the empty sequence and adopt the
convention that  *=0. By a subsequence of S we mean a sequence T=
(ai1 , ..., ail) with 1i1< } } } <ilk, the index set [i1 , ..., il] is denoted
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by IT . We say two subsequences T, W of S disjoint iff IT & IW=<. We say
more than two subsequences disjoint they are pairwise disjoint. For disjoint
subsequences S1 , ..., St we define S1+ } } } +St to be the subsequence X
of S with IX=IS1 _ } } } _ ISt , and we define S&S1& } } } &St to be the
subsequence Y of S with IY=[1, ..., k]&IS1& } } } &ISt . For any two
subsequences A, B of S we define A & B to be the subsequence C with
IC=IA & IB .
Let G be a finite abelian group and let e(G) be the exponent of G, i.e.
the maximal order of an element of G. Put e=e(G), we define r(G) to be
the minimal integer r with the property that any sequence of r elements in
G contains an e-term subsequence with sum zero. It is well known that G
can be written in the form G=Gn1  } } } Cnt with n1 | } } } | nt and n12,
we call t the rank of G.
2
In this section we consider finite abelian groups with rank two.
Theorem 2.1. If r(C 2n)=4n&3 and if n((3m&4)(m&1) m
2+3)4m
with m2, then r(C 2nm)=4nm&3.
To prove Theorem 2.1 we need several preliminary results.
Lemma 2.1 ([1]). r(C 2m)6m&5.
Lemma 2.2 ([4], [12]). If a1 , ..., a3d&2 is a sequence of 3d&2 elements
in C 2d , then one can find a nonempty subsequence T of the sequence with sum
zero and |T |d.
Remark. The conclusion of Lemma 2.2 was first shown by Olson [12]
for the case d is a prime, but one can easily extend it to the general case
by induction on d, and such a proof is contained in [4].
The next lemma is crucial in our proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let a1 , ..., a4d&3 be a sequence of 4d&3 elements in C 2d .
Suppose that there exists an element in C2d wich occurs at least d&1 times
in the sequence. Then the sequence contains a d-term subsequence with sum
zero.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a1= } } } =
ad&1=a (say), consider the (3d&2)-term sequence ad&a, ..., a4d&3&a, it
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follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exist i1 , ..., ic with di1< } } } <ic
4d&3, such that cj=1(aij&a)=0 and such that 1cd, hence
ai1+ } } } +aic+a+ } } } +a
d&c
=0.
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first prove r(C 2nm)4nm&3, to do this we
consider any sequence S=(a1 , ..., a4nm&3) of 4nm&3 elements in C 2nm and
want to show that S contains an nm-term subsequence with sum zero.
Let , be a homomorphism from C 2nm onto C
2
m with ker ,=C
2
n (up to
isomorphism). For any g # C 2m , by Sg we denote the subsequence of S con-
sisting of all terms ai with ,(ai)= g. Choose h # C 2m so that |Sh |=
max[ |Sg |, g # C 2m]. We show next that there exist at least 4n&3 disjoint
m-term subsequences of S such that each of them has sum in ker ,=C 2n .
We now split the proof into steps.
Step 1. Clearly, one can find some disjoint m-term subsequences
R1 , ..., Rk (k0) of S&Sh such that  Ri # ker ,=C 2n and if S&Sh&
R1& } } } &Rk contains no m-term subsequence having sum in ker ,=C 2n ,
then |S&Sh&R1& } } } &Rk |6m&6 follows from Lemma 2.1.
Step 2. Put W=S&Sh&R1& } } } &Rk . In this step we show that
there exist u(0) disjoint nonempty subsequences A1 , ..., Au of Sh and u
disjoint nonempty subsequences B1 , ..., Bu of W satisfying the following
conditions (i) and (ii).
(i) Either u=0 or for every v=1, ..., u, Av+Bv has sum in
ker ,=C 2n and |Av+Bv |=m.
(ii) |W&B1& } } } &Bu |3m&3.
If |W|3m&3, then u=0 meets with the conditions.
If |W|3m&2, take an arbitrary subsequence C1 of Sh with |C1 |=
m&1. By using Lemma 2.3 one can find an m-term subsequence D1 of
C1+W with  D1 # ker ,=C 2n . Since W contains no m-term subsequence
having sum in ker ,=C 2n , so we have D1 & C1 {*, but |C1 |=m&1, so we
also have D1 & W{*, put A1=D1 & C1 , B1=D1 & W, S1=Sh , and put
S2=S1+C1&A1 .
If |W&B1 |3m&3, then putting u=1 meets with the conditions (i)
and (ii). Otherwise, |W&B1 |3m&2, take an arbitrary subsequence
C2 of S2 with |C2 |=m&1, they by using Lemma 2.3 one can find an
m-term subsequence D2 of C2+(W&B1) with  D2 # ker ,=C 2n , similarly
as above one can show that D2 & C2 {* and D2 & (W&B1){*, put
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A2=D2 & C2 , B2=D2 & (W&B1), and put S3=S2+C2&A2 . Continue
the same process and notice that
u6m&6&(3m&2)=3m&4

4nm&3
m2(m&1) \since n
(3m&4)(m&1) m2+3
4m +

|Sh |
m&1
,
we must get an integer u0 meeting with conditions (i) and (ii).
Step 3. Write |Sh&A1& } } } &Au |=mq+r with 0rm&1, take
an arbitrary subsequence A of Sh&A1& } } } &Au with |A|=r, and divide
Sh&A1& } } } &Au&A into q disjoint m-term subsequences, obviously,
each of them has sum in ker ,=C 2n .
Step 4. In the three steps above we get altogether t=(4nm&3&
|A|&|W&B1& } } } &Bu | )m disjoint m-term subsequences E1 , ..., Et
(say) with  Ei # ker ,=C 2n for i=1, ..., t. Since |A|=rm&1 and
|W&B1& } } } &Bu |3m&3, we have
t
4nm&3&(m&1+3m&3)
m
=4n&4+1m,
hence t4n&3=r(C 2n), therefore one can find an n-subset I of [1, ..., t]
with
:
i # I
: Ei=0.
This proves that r(C 2nm)4nm&3.
To prove the lower bound we consider the following example:
Let T be a sequence of 4nm&4 elements in which each of the four
elements (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) occurs nm&1 times, clearly, T contains
no nm-term subsequence with sum zero, hence, r(C 2nm)=4nm&3. This
completes the proof.
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 it is easy to see that the inequality n
((3m&4)(m&1) m2+3)4m can be replaced by n((m&1)(r(C 2m)&
3m+1) m2+3)4m, so we have
Corollary 2.1. If r(C 2n)=4n&3 and if n((m&1)(r(C
2
m)&
3m+1) m2+3)4m with m2, then r(C 2nm)=4nm&3.
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Corollary 2.2. Let n=2a3b5c7d with a, b, c, d0, and let m1 } } } 
mr . Suppose that n((3m1&4)(m1&1) m21+3)4m1 . Then, r(C
2
nm1 } } } mr)=
4nm1 } } } mr&3.
Proof. Since it is proved that r(C 2n)=4n&3 in [11], the corollary
follows from Theorem 2.1 by using induction on r.
Corollary 2.3. Let n=2a3b5c7d with a, b, c, d0, and let m1 } } } 
mr . Suppose that n((3m1&4)(m1&1) m21+3)4m1. Then, for any positive
integer m, r(Cnm1 } } } m1 Cnm1 } } } mrm)=2nm1 } } } mr+2nm1 } } } mrm&3.
Proof. Put d=nm1 } } } mr , to prove r(Cd Cdm)2d+2dm&3 we
consider any sequence S of 2d+2dm&3 elements in Cd Cdm , it follows
from Corollary 2.2 that r(C 2d)=4d&3, notice that 2d+2dm&3=
(2m&2) d+4d&3, one can find 2m&1 disjoint d-term subsequences
S1 , ..., S2m&1 of S such that  Si # Cm , so by using the Erdo sGinzburg
Ziv theorem, one can find an m-subset I of [1, ..., 2m&1] such that
i # I  Si=0. This proves that r(Cd Cdm)2d+2dm&3.
To prove the lower bound we consider a sequence T of 2d+2dm&4
elements in Cd Cdm in which the four elements (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)
occur dm&1, dm&1, d&1, d&1 times, respectively. It is easy to see that
T contains no dm-term subsequence with sum zero. Hence r(Cd Cdm)
2d+2dm&3. This completes the proof.
3
Let G=Cn1  } } } Cnk with 1<n1 | n2 | } } } | nk , by M(G) we denote the
number n1+n2+ } } } +nk&k+1.
Proposition 3.1. Let p be a prime, let H be a finite abelian p-group, and
let G=HCpnm . Suppose pnM(H) and suppose
m
pn |H| ( pn&1)( pn |H|& pn&M(H)+1)& pn&M(H)+3
2pn
.
Then, r(G)2pnm+ pn+M(H)&3.
Lemma 3.1 ([4], (3.9) Theorem). Let p be a prime, H a finite abelian
p-group, and G=HCpn . Suppose that pnM(H). Then, any sequence of
2pn+M(H)&2 elements in G contains a nonempty zero-zum subsequence of
lenght not exceeding pn.
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Lemma 3.2. Let p be a prime, H a finite abelian p-group, G=HCpn ,
and S a sequence of 3pn+M(H)&3 elements in G. Suppose that pnM(H)
and suppose that there exists an element in G which occurs pn&1 times
in S. Then, S contains a pn-term subsequence with sum zero.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.3 and we omit it here.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1
and we omit the details here.
When m= p is a sufficiently large prime, one can use the result of
r(C 2p)5p&2 proved in [1] to improve Theorem 2.1.
For arbritrary finite abelian groups G, recently, a considerable progress
was made on r(G) by Alon and Dubiner, they proved r(G)ce, where c is
a constant depending only on e=e(G). In [8], the author showed that
r(G)|G|+e&1. But the problem of determining r(G) for all finite
abelian groups G remains wide open and seems to be very difficult, even for
G=C 2n the problem is still open in general.
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